optical, fiber optics, photonic subsystems, incoherent, photonics, lightwave components A formalism is presented for treatment of the mutual temporal coherence between orthogonal polarization modes in single-mode optical systems, permitting calculation of the effect of propagation through birefringent devices upon this coherence. We demonstrate that, allowing for differences similar to the birefringent effects of fiber pigtails, polarization mode dispersion data measured using frequencyscanning techniques are related by the Fourier transform to data measured using interferometric techniques.
Even in single-mode fiber and in components where optical propagation is restricted to a single spatial mode, it is possible for two polarization modes to propagate, each according to its own phase delay and group delay. Polarization mode dispersion (PMD) is a term used to describe the effect of propagation through a device in which the two group delays are unequal. Owing to the unequal group delays, propagation through such a device will change the mutual temporal coherence between the two polarization modes. Likewise, the two unequal phase delays lead to a frequencydependent output state of polarization (SOP) in response to a fixed input SOP. Measurement of the differential group delay (DGD) is important to the characterization of optical fibers and components because it determines the severity of the deleterious effects of PMD. These effects include pulse distortion which may limit transmission bandwidths of high-speed digital links, and interactions with laser chirp and polarization-dependent loss which may lead to nonlinear behavior in analog links. Among the techniques widely used to measure DGD, an interferometric technique [1, 2] measures the effect ofPMD upon mutual coherence, and a frequencyscanning technique [3] measures the effect of PMD, through variations of the output SOP, upon transmission through a fixed analyzer. In this letter a formalism is introduced which permits calculation of the propagation of mutual coherence through a single-mode device. We show that the data measured using the frequency-scanning technique is related by the Fourier transform to data measured using the interferometric technique, so that either data set can be used to calculate an approximation of the other.
This relationship is confirmed experimentally. We also explain why the two data sets are not rigorously linked by the Wiener-Khinchin relation between correlations and spectral densities. The results of this letter apply generally to all linear, time-invariant (LTD devices, and do not depend upon assumptions of extensive polarization mode coupling.
AB originally introduced, the elements of the Jones vector a represented the x andy components of the electric field vector of the propagating light wave at a fixed point in space [4] . All fields were assumed to be periodic, and since only LTI devices were treated the ubiquitous periodic phase term exp (i27tvt) could be dropped. The remaining amplitude and phase terms formed a vector which described the optical polarization. 
, where the matrix convolution is carried out similarly to matrix multiplication.
In describing the evolution of temporal coherence, the following mutual coherence matrix will be shown to be very useful:
The superscript * indicates complex conjugation, qt is the transposed complex conjugate of q, and angled brackets indicate a time average as defined in Eq. (3).
From this definition we see that the diagonal elements of Y/'t) are the self coherence functions of the x and y polarizations, that the antidiagonal elements of Y a (r) are the mutual coherence functions of the x and y polarizations, and that ya(O) is the coherency matrix [5] . The Fourier transforms of these coherence functions have been shown [5] to be the spectral densities G (v) and G (v), and the mutual spectral a,xx a,yy densities G a xy (v) and G (v), respectively. These spectral densities define the 
Given the mutual coherence matrix Ya('t) at the input to a LTI device whose impulse response is 'l(t), it is possible to calculate the mutual coherence matrix at the output G/'t) by expanding the definition of Gb('t) in terms of the input-output relation
When the processes g:/t) and g)t) are jointly wide-sense stationary, Eq. (3) can be compactly expressed in both the time and frequency domains:
Two techniques widely used for PMD measurement, frequency scanning and interferometry, are illustrated schematically in Fig. 1 . For interferometric measurements the shutter is left open and the scanning monochromator is removed from the measurement system. Collimated light from a broadband light emitting diode is polarized and split into two mutually coherent beams. One mirror can be scanned in position, creating a differential delay of E =2d/c between the two orthogonal polarizations which are recombined and directed through the DDT. When photocurrent is measured as a function of E, coherent fringes can be observed only when this differential delay is compensated by the DGD of the DDT. For frequency scanning measurements the shutter is closed, and the scanning monochromator is included in the measurement system so that the photocurrent is proportional to spectral density. With the shutter closed, the mirrors and beamsplitter are superfluous and the entire apparatus left of the DDT can effectively be replaced by an LED followed by a polarizer. PMD in the DDT leads to ripples in the measured spectral density, and the DGD is proportional to the number of extrema in a given frequency span. Details of interpretation of both measurements can be found in references The two expressions above do not form a Fourier transform pair because the shutter of Fig. 1 is open for the interferometric measurement and closed for the frequency scanning measurement. Consequently, the data measured using the two techniques are not directly related by the Wiener-Khinchin theorem. A simple example will illustrate these relationships. Suppose the DUT of Fig. 1 comprises a waveplate of retardance A/2 and orientation 8, which models the birefringence of a fiber pigtail, followed by a birefringent crystal exhibiting a frequency-independent DGD of 2y whose eigenmodes are linear SOPs oriented at ±45°. The Jones matrix [6] and impulse response of this DUT can be shown to be
T(v)=fcc+iSS sC-icsl c r(t)=![a8:-~8=~8:+a8=J,
C + icS -c C + is SJ 2 a8 +~o~8 -ao (6) where c=cos28, s=sin28, C=cos27tvy,S=sin27tvy, a=s+c,~=s-c,andweuse the Dirac delta functions 8+= 8(t +Y) and 8-= 8(t-y). Application ofEq. (4) yields the measurable photocurrent for each technique:
Although the two photocurrents above do not constitute a Fourier transform pair, let us examine their differences from an exact transform pair in light of the relation
). Two differences from an exact transform pair are apparent: Constant terms may be lost, and the relative amplitudes of the fringe patterns centered at different relative delays may vary in response to changes in the pigtail birefringence between the measurement system and the input to the DUT, although the relative delays will not be affected. Changes in the pigtail birefringence between the measurement system and the output of the DUT have a similar effect.
In order to show experimentally the approximate Fourier transform relationship between ICv) measured using the frequency-scanning technique and ICe) measured using the interferometric technique, the data measured by each technique are compared to the Fourier-transformed data measured by the other technique. Two DDTs were measured. The first DDT comprised two sections of birefringent fiber which were spliced together with a deliberate angular misalignment, providing a single site for polarization mode coupling. The second DDT was a 6-km length of single-mode fiber wound on a 30-cm diameter spool, allowing for continuous mode coupling over the length of the fiber. For each DDT, interferometric data were measured as a function of relative delay using the apparatus of Fig. 1 with the shutter open and the scanning monochromator removed. Frequency scanning data were then measured as a function of optical frequency after closing the shutter and inserting the scanning monochromator. Directly measured data are shown in traces A, B, E and F of Fig. 2 . Two even spectral density functions were formed from traces Band F by replicating the positive-frequency components at negative frequencies. These two even functions generated traces C and G through an inverse discrete Fourier transform algorithm. Two even mutual coherence functions were then formed from traces A and E by replacing the left-hand sides of those traces by reflections of their right-hand sides. These two even functions generated two spectral density functions through a discrete Fourier transform algorithm, and spectral densities at positive frequencies are shown in traces D and H. The spectrum of the LED was centered at approximately 229 THz, or 1309 nm. The similarity of trace A to C and of trace E to G demonstrates that interferometric measurements can be approximated by transformed frequency scanning measurements. The placement of fringe patterns, indicating PMD, is similar in either case. Differences between traces A and C and between E and G are no greater than the changes measured as the fiber pigtails to the DDT are flexed to change their birefringences. Conversely, the similarity of trace B to D and of trace F to H demonstrates that frequency scanning measurements can be approximated by transformed interferometric measurements. The spectral density of extrema, indicating PMD, is similar in either case. Differences between traces Band D and between F and H are again no greater than the changes caused by pigtail effects. In summary, a formalism has been presented which permits calculation of the effects of propagation through a general LTI birefringent device, with any degree of polarization mode coupling, upon the mutual temporal coherence between polarization modes. Interferometric measurement and frequency-scanning measurement of PMD have been shown to be related by the Fourier transform. Data measured using one technique can be Fourier transformed to approximate the data measured using the other technique. 
